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Abstract
Current biofuel production methods use engineered bacteria to break down
cellulose and convert it to biofuel. However, this production is limited by the toxicity of
the biofuel to the organism that is producing it. Therefore, to increase yields, microbial
biofuel tolerance must be increased. Tolerant strains of bacteria use a wide range of
mechanisms to counteract the detrimental effects of toxic solvents. Previous research
demonstrates that efflux pumps are effective at increasing tolerance to various biofuels.
However, when overexpressed, efflux pumps burden cells, which hinders growth and
slows biofuel production. Therefore, the toxicity of the biofuel must be balanced with the
toxicity of pump overexpression. We have developed a mathematical model and
experimentally characterized parts for a synthetic feedback loop to control efflux pump
expression so that it is proportional to the concentration of biofuel present. In this way,
the biofuel production rate will be maximal when the concentration of biofuel is low
because the cell does not expend energy expressing efflux pumps when they are not
needed. Additionally, the microbe is able to adapt to toxic conditions by triggering the
expression of efflux pumps, which allows it to continue biofuel production. The
mathematical model shows that this feedback loop increases biofuel production relative
to a model that expresses efflux pumps at a constant level by delaying pump expression
until it is needed. This result is more pronounced when there is variability in biofuel
production rates because the system can use feedback to adjust to the actual production
rate. To complement the mathematical model, we also constructed a whole cell biosensor
that responds to biofuel by expressing a fluorescent reporter protein from a promoter
under the control of the sensor.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1

Biofuel as a Fuel Source

Transportation accounts for almost 30 percent of energy consumed in the United
States, with liquid fuel as the source of the majority of this energy [1]. The rising cost of
oil, instability in the oil supply, and the combination of increasing oil use and decreasing
petroleum supply have recently raised concerns regarding our dependence on oil for fuel.
Additionally, environmental concerns, such as increased carbon emissions, depletion of
natural resources, and environmental destruction, emphasize the need for renewable and
sustainable energy. These environmental, political, and economic concerns provide a
driving force for development of an alternative to fossil fuel based energy sources.
Recent developments in synthetic biology and bioengineering suggest that biofuel may be
a practical and feasible alternative to current transportation fuels [2].
Previous research has focused on ethanol and it has been successfully
implemented as an alternative fuel in Brazil [3]. However, ethanol implementation in
high percentages poses several problems in the United States because it is not compatible
with current fuel storage and distribution. Therefore, next generation biofuels have
gained attention due to their compatibility with existing fuels infrastructure as well as
increased energy density and low corrosiveness. Additionally, many next generation
biofuels are produced from lignocellosic biomass, which is not used for food products,
and therefore does not compete with agricultural resources. Next generation biofuels
synthesized by microbes include substitutes for gasoline, diesel, and jet-fuel that have
similar properties to current fuel sources [4-8].
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1.2

Microbial Biofuel Production

Microbial biofuel production strategies use microorganisms such as Escherichia
coli, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Zymomonas mobilis, and Clostridium acetobutylicum to
break down cellulosic biomass and convert it into biofuel through fermentation or similar
processes [4]. This process is currently optimized by manipulating the genetic makeup of
these microorganisms. Native pathways and genes useful for biofuel production are often
first identified in environmental isolates. Next, production is either optimized in these
isolates or the relevant genes are heterologously expressed in an engineered model
organism [9]. Biofuel production is then maximized by focusing the microbe’s metabolic
processes on the pathways involved in production and eliminating nonessential
competing pathways [2].
However, a major barrier to successful and cost competitive production of
biofuel, particularly advanced biofuels, is the development of an engineered microbe that
is able to produce biofuel at high yields. One of the obstacles facing this objective is that
many next-generation biofuels are toxic to microbes. Therefore, the concentration of
biofuel achieved is directly limited by the susceptibility of the microbe to the produced
biofuel [2, 7, 10-12].
Biofuels may accumulate in the cell membrane, which interferes with multiple
vital functions and can ultimately lead to cell death. The presence of biofuel in the
membrane increases permeability, which disrupts electrochemical gradients established
across the membrane in addition to releasing vital components from the cell.
Additionally, biofuels may directly damage biological molecules and trigger an acute
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stress response [10, 13, 14].

1.3

Tolerance Mechanisms

Some microorganisms possess mechanisms that enable them to tolerate higher
concentrations of biofuels. These mechanisms are naturally occurring and are often
identified in bacteria living and thriving in hydrocarbon rich environments such as natural
oil seepages or oil spills. Tolerance mechanisms include using efflux pumps or
membrane vesicles to remove harmful compounds, decreasing membrane permeability,
increasing membrane rigidity, and metabolizing the toxic compound [15]. Although
many of these mechanisms may be useful in improving microbial tolerance to biofuel, we
focus here on efflux pumps and the membrane modifying enzyme cis-to-trans isomerase
because they are known to be present in microbes exhibiting tolerance to hydrocarbons
and other compounds structurally similar to biofuels [15].
Efflux pumps are membrane transporters that identify harmful compounds and
export them from the cell using the proton motive force [15]. Efflux pumps are capable
of identifying a diverse range of compounds and have proven effective at exporting
biofuel to improve survival [16, 17]. Although they can be helpful in improving
tolerance, if overexpressed, efflux pumps can be detrimental. Overexpression of efflux
pumps may alter membrane composition, interrupt ion gradients and transport, and tax
membrane integration machinery, which ultimately slows growth [18]. Consequently,
when using efflux pumps as a means to increase tolerance to biofuel, the toxicity of pump
expression must be managed in addition to biofuel toxicity.
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Cis-to-trans isomerase (cti) is an enzyme that triggers conversion of cis fatty acids
in the membrane to trans fatty acids. Fatty acids in the trans orientation are able to pack
more tightly together, which increases membrane rigidity and counteracts the fluidityincreasing effects of solvents. This reordering and increased structuring of the membrane
occurs as quickly as one minute after exposure. Alternatively, cti is constitutively
expressed in some organisms and many bacteria living in hydrocarbon rich environments
possess higher concentrations of trans fatty acids [15, 17, 19-21].

1.4

Feedback Control

Synthetic feedback mechanisms employ elements such as riboswitches [22],
transcription factors [23], and genetic toggle switches [24, 25] to control gene expression.
Others introduce a synthetic pathway that interacts with native cell functions to introduce
and regulate a new response to common molecules [26]. Controllers have also been
successfully applied to metabolic networks specifically to increase production of
metabolites. This has been accomplished through the use of a toggle switch to monitor
changing concentrations of metabolites [25]. Alternatively, biosensors that detect
metabolic intermediates have been used to control expression of genes in a production
pathway [27, 28].
We propose that using a synthetic feedback loop to control the expression of a
tolerance mechanism would balance the toxicity of biofuel production against the adverse
effects of overexpression of the tolerance mechanism. We focused on efflux pumps
because both their mechanism of tolerance and detrimental effects have been well studied
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and characterized. Feedback is a common regulatory mechanism used by bacteria to
adjust to changing conditions such as fluctuations in nutrient availability, environmental
stressors, and signals from other cells in the population. This regulation is often
moderated transcriptionally using proteins that bind to a promoter and alter gene
expression [29-31].

1.4.1 Sensors
Biosensors are often transcription factors whose activity is modified by changing
conditions [32]. Biosensors are capable of responding to a wide range of conditions and
compounds, including molecules common to fuels. These biosensors commonly control
metabolic pathways or tolerance mechanisms that help the microbe survive in harsh
environments. The sensor’s activity, activating or repressing a pathway, is in turn
controlled by environmental triggers, which alter the sensor’s strength. For this study, we
have concentrated on MexR, a transcriptional repressor, as a prototypical example of a
biosensor.
Many identified sensors have been successfully incorporated into simple genetic
circuits for use as whole-cell biosensors, which report the presence or absence of a
compound of interest [32, 33]. The feedback mechanism we suggest incorporates a
biosensor that responds to biofuel by increasing transcription from an efflux pump
operon. The ability of a fuel production host to tune pump expression based on the
amount of intracellular biofuel present would balance biofuel and pump expression to
optimize survival and yields.
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1.4.2 Constant control
An alternative strategy for regulating pump expression would be to use a constant
controller (no feedback), such as an inducible promoter. In this way, pump expression
could be calibrated to the expected biofuel production rate. Potential advantages of this
approach include its simple design and the availability of well-characterized components.
However, biological systems exhibit noise and variability [34, 35]. Even genetically
identical cells can display significant differences in gene expression. A constant pump
system is unable to respond to variations in the system, which would require frequent
monitoring and adjustments to tune control to maintain optimal biofuel yield. Therefore a
feedback controller, which is able to adapt to changing biofuel production conditions may
offer advantages over constant pump expression.

1.5

Thesis Overview

In this work, we explore possible mechanisms to increase tolerance to biofuel for
the purpose of increasing biofuel yields from microbial production hosts. First, we
consider the utility of a synthetic feedback loop to regulate the expression of tolerance
mechanisms, and more specifically efflux pumps. Chapter 2 presents a mathematical
model of the biosensor as part of a synthetic feedback loop utilized by a fuel production
host. Improvements in biofuel production are observed in comparison to a constant
controller. Chapter 3 details the search for a sensor to be incorporated in the model and
describes the design and experimental characterization of several biosensors using the
transcription factor MexR. Finally, in Chapter 4, we investigate cis-to-trans isomerase,
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which alters membrane composition to counteract the detrimental effects of harmful
solvents, as an alternative tolerance mechanism for use in microbial production hosts.
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Chapter 2 Synthetic Feedback Control Model Using a Biosensor
2.1

Methods

2.1.1 Feedback controller model development
The model uses the sensor MexR to investigate the utility of a biosensor as a
tolerance control mechanism in a synthetic feedback loop. This work motivates the
experimental biosensor design described in Chapter 3.. The model was adapted from
Dunlop et al., 2010 [36] to include biosensor production and dynamics. It includes a
biosensor MexR (R) that represses efflux pump expression until it is deactivated in the
presence of biofuel (Fig. 1A). The biosensor is regulated by an inducible promoter, Plac,
which can be controlled by exogenous addition of isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside
(IPTG). MexR works to repress efflux pump expression by binding to the promoter
region of the efflux pump operon. When biofuel is present, MexR is deactivated so that it
is unable to bind to the promoter and block expression. The model consists of a system
of five differential equations representing the relative concentration of important
compounds in the bacterium as well as an equation that describes the growth of the
overall culture. The dynamics of the system are described by the following system of
nonlinear differential equations:
𝑑𝑛
𝛼! 𝑛𝑝
=    𝛼! 𝑛 1 − 𝑛 −    𝛿! 𝑏! 𝑛 −   
𝑑𝑡
𝑝 +    𝛾!
𝑑𝑅
𝐼
=    𝛼! +   𝑘!
−    𝛽! 𝑅
𝑑𝑡
𝐼 +    𝛾!
𝑑𝑝
=    𝛼! +    𝑘!   
𝑑𝑡
	
  

1
−    𝛽!   𝑝
𝑅
+    𝛾!   
1 + 𝑘! 𝑏!
8

𝑑𝑏!
= 𝛿! 𝑝𝑏!
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑏!
= 𝛼! 𝑛 − 𝛿! 𝑝𝑏!
𝑑𝑡
where n is the cell density, R is the concentration of repressor proteins, p is the
concentration of pumps, be is the concentration of extracellular biofuel, and bi is the
concentration of intracellular biofuel.

Figure 1. Genetic components of the synthetic feedback loop and dynamics of the biosensor. (A) Gene
circuit design for the biosensor and synthetic feedback loop. (B) Transient behavior of the feedback model
using the biosensor MexR without biofuel production (αb = 0 h-1) and (C) with biofuel production (αb = 0.1
h-1). All other model parameters are as listed in Table 1.
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The dynamics for cell growth n model lag, exponential, and stationary phases.
! !"

!
Growth is hindered by biofuel toxicity (𝛿! 𝑏! 𝑛) and pump toxicity (!!  !
). Basal
!

production of R and p, given by 𝛼! and 𝛼! , represent the low level of expression that
occurs when the promoter is not activated. The degradation rates are given by 𝛽! and 𝛽! .
The pump degradation rate 𝛽! includes both active degradation and dilution of the
protein as the cells divide. The production rates kR and kp represent the strength of
expression for R and p, respectively. Repressor activation by an inducer is modeled as
!
!!  !!

, where γI indicates the inducer value that corresponds to half maximal activation of

repressor. This term models a sigmoidal rise in repressor concentration as the amount of
inducer is increased. Repression of efflux pump expression is described as
!

where kb is the equilibrium constant for the deactivation of R and !!!

! !!

!
!
!  !!   
!!!! !!

  represents the

amount of active R in the system. Once biofuel is produced intracellularly, we make the
simplifying assumption that it may only exit the cell via the action of efflux pumps
(𝛿! 𝑝𝑏! ).
All model parameters are shown in Table 1. The growth rate 𝛼! , biofuel
production rate 𝛼! , biofuel toxicity coefficient 𝛿! , pump protein degradation rate 𝛽! ,
biofuel export rate 𝛿! , and pump toxicity threshold 𝛾! values from (Dunlop, et al., 2010)
were used in this model, where 𝛿! and 𝛾! were derived from experimental results. The
inducer saturation threshold was estimated from the Plac promoter IPTG induction curve
[37]. The repressor and pump dynamics are based on MexR’s repression of MexAB [38,
39].
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Table 1. Parameter values for feedback control model.
Parameter Description
Value
𝛼!
𝛼!
𝛼!
𝛼!
𝛽!
𝛽!  
𝛿!
𝛿!
𝛾!
𝛾!
𝛾!
𝑘!
𝑘!
𝑘!

Growth rate
Basal repressor production rate
Basal pump production rate
Biofuel production rate
Repressor degradation rate
Pump degradation rate
Biofuel toxicity coefficient
Biofuel export rate per pump
Pump toxicity threshold
Inducer saturation threshold
Repressor saturation threshold
Repressor activation constant
Pump activation constant
Repressor deactivation constant

0.66 h-1
0.01 h-1
0.01 h-1
0.1 h-1
2.1 h-1
0.66 h-1
0.91 M-1 h-1
0.5 M-1 h-1
0.14
60 µM
1.8
10 h-1
0.2 h-1
100 M-1

2.1.2 Sensitivity analysis
We first asked how dependent modeling results were on system parameters.
Single parameter and two-parameter sensitivity analyses were conducted for the full
feedback controller model by varying the value of each parameter by 20 percent above
and below the nominal values given in Table 1. Sensitivity was calculated as the percent
change in growth caused by altering the variable or combination of variables, as
measured by cell density n at 40 hours. For the two-parameter test, all four combinations
of increasing and decreasing each parameter were considered. We define the maximum
change as the greatest change resulting from each combination of parameters. Similarly,
the minimum change is the smallest change resulting from the combination of
parameters. When a parameter was paired with itself, the change caused by altering one
parameter was used.
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2.1.3 Constant pump model
In contrast to the feedback model, the constant pump model fixes efflux pump
expression at a single level. The constant pump model utilizes an inducer to control
pump expression as follows:

!"
!"

=    𝛼! +   𝑘!

!
!!  !!

−    𝛽! 𝑝. The repressor equation is

removed from the system and the growth n, intracellular biofuel concentration bi, and
extracellular biofuel concentration be remain the same as in the biosensor model:
𝑑𝑛
𝛼! 𝑛𝑝
=    𝛼! 𝑛 1 − 𝑛 −    𝛿! 𝑏! 𝑛 −   
𝑑𝑡
𝑝 +    𝛾!
𝑑𝑏!
= 𝛿! 𝑝𝑏!
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑏!
= 𝛼! 𝑛 − 𝛿! 𝑝𝑏!  .
𝑑𝑡
The inducer saturation threshold γI, degradation rate βp, and basal production αp are the
same as used in the biosensor model, but the pump activation constant kp is set to 0.66 h-1.
This value was selected to maximize biofuel production for the parameters given in Table
1. The constant pump model was tuned by setting αb at 0.1 h-1 and varying kp from 0 to
1.5 hr-1 when the model was induced with 10µM IPTG. The value of kp selected is the one
that produced the greatest amount of extracellular biofuel to allow for a controlled
comparison against the feedback loop system.

2.1.4 Cell-to-cell variability in biofuel production rate
Cell-to-cell variability was incorporated into system through the biofuel
production rate. For 1000 simulations, 𝛼! was chosen randomly from a log-uniform
distribution between 0.01 h-1 and 1 h-1. The biofuel produced at 40 hours was then
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averaged for all simulations. The fully induced sensor model (1mM IPTG) was compared
to the constant pump model.

2.2

Results

2.2.1 Sensor dynamics
The feedback system includes a repressor MexR (R) that inhibits efflux pump
expression until it is deactivated by biofuel. When this occurs, efflux pumps are
produced, biofuel is exported, and cells continue to grow and produce biofuel.
Transcription of the repressor is activated by an inducer, IPTG, which sets the amount of
repressor in the system as well as baseline pump expression (Fig. 1B). It is important to
note that the feedback loop design does not require an inducible promoter; this is simply
used to tune the system, but could be replaced with a constitutive promoter [40]. When
the cells produce biofuel, some of the repressor in the system is deactivated, which
inhibits its ability to bind to the efflux pump promoter and repress transcription of the
efflux pump operon (Fig. 1C). The total amount of repressor includes activated and
unactivated forms and therefore does not change when the cells produce biofuel. Pump
expression, however, increases when biofuel is produced as a result of repressor
deactivation. The most induced form of the system exhibits the greatest change because
it contains the most repressor. The most induced form is also the slowest to reach
maximum pump expression. The amount of repressor in the system directly contributes to
the sensor’s ability to both repress pump expression initially as well as adapt to changing
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biofuel concentrations. Therefore, the most induced form of the sensor, which exhibits
the highest concentration of repressor, is the most responsive.

2.2.2 Sensitivity
Single parameter sensitivity analysis (Fig. 2A) shows that the system is robust to
variation in many of the model parameters, however a small subset of influential
parameters do impact cell viability. These five parameters—the biofuel toxicity
coefficient δn, biofuel production rate αb, biofuel export rate δb, growth rate αn, and pump
toxicity threshold γp—have the greatest impact on the system when they are varied. The
growth rate, pump toxicity threshold, and biofuel toxicity coefficient are based directly
on experimental data, but are likely to vary if the bacterial host, efflux pump system, or
type of biofuel produced are altered. In contrast to the importance of these five
influential parameters, the remaining parameters account for only small changes in cell
viability.
Single parameter studies can miss important constructive or destructive effects
from the simultaneous variation of parameters. To address this, we conducted a twoparameter sensitivity analysis, which shows that altering parameters in combination can
augment (Fig. 2B) or negate (Fig. 2C) the effects of altering a single influential
parameter. When two of the influential parameters are altered so that cell growth is
decreased or increased, the effect of either parameter individually is reinforced. Similarly
if influential parameters are changed so that their effects on growth are opposite, the total
change in growth is minimized. This result is not observed for combinations with less
influential parameters. The less influential parameters do not alter the change caused by
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a major parameter, nor do they produce a considerable change when combined with
another minor parameter. This conclusion reinforces the finding from the single
parameter analysis that the sensor model is most dependent on a small subset of
influential parameters.
Figure 2
A
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Figure 2. Sensitivity analysis. (A) The percent change in growth for a 20% increase or decrease in a single
parameter. (B) The maximum change and (C) minimum change observed for all four combinations of 20%
increases and decreases in parameter values for every two-parameter pair. When a parameter is combined
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2.2.3 Constant pump versus feedback control
Theoretically, in the absence of dynamics and variability, a constant pump system
can be tuned so that it performs as well as a controller that incorporates feedback. In fact,
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constant controllers have several potential advantages over feedback controllers. They
are simpler to build and it is easier to predict behavior because they require fewer
components. Additionally, they may be tuned using inducible promoters, which are well
characterized and readily available. In practice, however, systems exhibit dynamic
behavior as well as cell-to-cell variability, which make perfect tuning of a constant
controller impossible [34, 35]. Therefore a feedback controller that is able to tune itself
would be advantageous in realistic production systems.
Figure 3 compares the feedback model dynamics to the constant pump model.
For all biofuel production rates, the most highly induced sensor model produces the most
biofuel. The feedback model’s high biofuel production is due to the system’s ability to
delay efflux pump expression until intracellular biofuel has reached a toxic level. This
delay allows the system to grow efficiently, reach a higher population density, and have
more cells producing biofuel at a maximal rate because energy is not wasted expressing
efflux pumps before they are needed.
As the biofuel production rate is increased (Fig. 3A-C), the delay in pump
expression displayed by the most induced form of the sensor decreases because
intracellular biofuel accumulates more quickly and efflux pumps are needed earlier.
Additionally, pump expression for the sensor increases to accommodate the higher
biofuel production rate while pump expression in the constant pump model remains
steady. As the biofuel production rate αb is increased, the feedback model produces the
most biofuel by balancing the toxicity of biofuel with the detrimental effects of pump
expression. Increasing pump expression aids overall production by decreasing toxicity,
which enables cells to grow, balancing production and export. The constant pump model
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is unable to adapt to export levels. Therefore, even when both models produce a similar
amount of intracellular biofuel (Fig. 3C), the sensor model is able to export more biofuel
(Fig. 3D).
For a single cell, the sensor model’s performance is similar to the constant pump
model (Fig. 3A-C). However, the full effect of faster early growth and the ability to
adjust to changes in the biofuel production rate are best displayed by looking at the
relative biofuel production for the population. Although cells produce similar levels of
biofuel, the population size for the feedback system is larger earlier and therefore more
total biofuel is produced. Figure 3D shows how the feedback model compares to the
constant pump model as a function of the biofuel production rate αb. The increased
overall production due to faster growth rate caused by delayed pump expression is
observed by comparing the most induced form of the sensor model to the constant pump
model at 0.1 h-1, which, by design, is the optimal production rate for the constant pump
model. The constant pump model is not able to do as well as the feedback model once the
biofuel production rate for which it is tuned is surpassed.
Next we tested how cell-to-cell variability in biofuel production rates influences
biofuel yields. Studies have shown that substantial variability in gene expression exists at
the single-cell level [34, 35], suggesting that biofuel production is unlikely to be uniform
across a population of cells. Figure 3E shows that the sensor is better suited than the
constant pump when the biofuel production rate varies. The large standard deviation in
both models results from the variation in biofuel production rates. Importantly, the
average biofuel produced for the feedback model is higher, on average, when αb is
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variable, which shows that the feedback model’s ability to adapt to changing biofuel
production is more pronounced when a system is noisy.

Figure 3. Constant pump versus feedback control model using a biosensor. Transient behavior for growth
n, intracellular biofuel bi, pump expression p, and extracellular biofuel be for biofuel production rates αb of
(A) 0.01 h-1, (B) 0.1 h-1, and (C) 1 h-1. Note the differences in y-axis scales. (D) Relative biofuel produced
per population as a function of biofuel production rate. (E) Relative biofuel produced per population when
the biofuel production rate is variable. Error bars show standard deviation.
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2.3

Discussion

We present a model for a synthetic feedback control system to increase cell
viability and biofuel production, quantify parametric sensitivity, and test the effect of
variability in one of the model’s key parameters. Our model implements a realistic
mechanism of efflux pump control that utilizes a biosensor. The biosensor we chose
represses efflux pump expression until it is deactivated by biofuel, which is a common
type of regulation in bacterial transport systems [15, 31]. This regulation mechanism
assures that efflux pumps are repressed until biofuel is present, which minimizes the
negative effects of efflux pump overexpression while ensuring that their expression is
initiated when needed [18, 41].
The feedback model we developed demonstrates that a small subset of model
parameters can influence the system’s behavior, but most have minor effects. The
influential parameters relate to the amount of biofuel produced, efficiency of pump
export, toxicity thresholds for efflux pump expression and biofuel produced, and growth
rate. For the system presented, many of these terms are based on experimental values.
However, these parameter values, and the subsequent behavior of the system may change
significantly if the biofuel produced, efflux system, or biosensor is altered. By
considering multiple parameters, we show that if one variable is altered, it is possible to
negate a detrimental effect by appropriately varying another influential parameter. It
would be interesting to test the same biosensor with different efflux pumps or hosts to
study the tunability of the system.
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Even when optimized for maximal production, the constant pump model
consistently produced less extracellular biofuel than the feedback model. This is due to
the feedback sensor’s ability to delay pump expression until it is necessary, which
minimizes the negative effects of pump expression by allowing cells to grow well early
on, and reduces energy requirements within the cell so that more biofuel can be produced.
This delay results in increased early biofuel production even if both models reach a
similar steady state biofuel production level. The advantages of a feedback control
system are apparent when there is variation in the biofuel production rate, as is likely to
be the case in a production setting. Therefore, the feedback model would prove useful in
real-life applications where variability and noise are typical. Additionally, any increase
in microbial biofuel yield directly correlates to a reduction in the cost of biofuel. Even a
modest increase in yield can contribute to a significant reduction in production costs.
There are several possible extensions to this work. For example, diffusion was
omitted here for simplicity, but could be incorporated into a model using this system to
control tolerance mechanisms. Additionally, simulating different biosensors or tolerance
mechanisms would test the modularity of the system, as well as how much initial tuning
is required each time a component is modified. Similarly, by altering the biofuel
production rate and toxicity coefficient, the applicability of the sensor to various potential
biofuels could be determined. Feedback control represents an important contribution to
synthetic biology designs for optimizing biofuel yields and will be an important area for
future experimental studies.
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Chapter 3 Experimental Biosensor
3.1

Methods

3.1.1 Identify biofuel responsive sensor
We conducted a literature review and compiled a list of biosensors (Table 2) that
respond to hydrocarbons and alcohols and would therefore be candidates for detectors of
bio-gasoline, bio-diesel, and bio-jet fuel. The list is comprised of transcription factors
that serve as activators and repressors and whose response to biofuel involves
transcriptional regulation of a promoter.
We chose to focus on one prototypical biosensor for this study; MexR was
selected because its associated efflux pump, MexAB-OprM, has been shown to improve
tolerance to various types of biofuel and biofuel-related compounds [16, 17, 42].
Therefore, we hypothesize that MexR has a role in regulating this response and may
respond to biofuels. MexR is a transcriptional repressor from Pseudomonas aeruginosa
that controls the mexAB operon by binding to its promoter PmexA [43]. If MexR does not
directly detect the biofuel molecules, another possible mechanism for response is through
the detection of oxidative stress. MexR is known to respond to oxidative stress and a
recent paper showed that oxidative stress is induced when E. coli is exposed to butanol
[44, 45]. Under oxidative stress, reactive oxygen species trigger a structural modification
in MexR, which renders it incapable of binding to PmexA [46]. Without the ability to bind,
MexR is no longer able to repress PmexA.
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Table 2. List of potential biosensors. A list of biosensors shown to sense biofuel-like
compounds or associated with biofuel tolerance mechanisms.
Method of
Regulation

Biosensor Substrate
TbuT [47]

2-methyl-2-butene, alkyl substituted benzene
derivatives, toluene

Activator

Organism

TtgT [49]

styrene, benzonitrile

Repressor

Ralstonia picketti PK01
Pseudomonas putida DOTT1E
Pseudomonas putida DOTT1E
Pseudomonas putida DOTT1E

AcrR [45]

ethanol, NaCl, antibiotics, general stress

Repressor

Escherichia coli

TtgV [48, 49] mono and bicyclic aromatic compounds
Repressor
anitbiotics, aromatic solvents, plant antimicrobials,
TtgR [49-51] toluene
Repressor

MexR [43, 45] antibiotics, oxidative stress
Repressor
carbon starvation, alcohol and aldehyde products of
n-alkane oxidation, physiological substrates,
Bmor [52]
primary alcohols(C2-C8)
Activator

Pseudomonas aeruginosa

XylR [53, 54] toluene and toluene-like compounds
XylS [55]
Benzoate

Activator
Activator

Pseudomonas butanovora
Pseudomonas putida mt-2,
Pseudomonas putida
KT22440
Pseudomonas putida mt-2

SepR [56]

aromatic pollutants

Repressor

Pseudomonas putida F1

TbtR [57]

n-hexane, antibiotics

Repressor

Pseudomonas stutzeri

SrpS [58-60]

toluene, benzene

Repressor

AlkR [61]

alkanes (C>6)

Activator

AlkS [62-64]

alkanes (C6-C12), linear alkanes, branched alkanes Activator

Pseudomonas putida S12
Acinetobactor sp. Strain
ADP1
Pseudomonas oleovorans;
Pseudomonas putida P1

TbmR [65]
IbpR [66]

toluene, benzene, chlorobenzene
Aromatics

Burkholderia pickettii PK01
Pseudomonas putida RE204

Activator
Activator

3.1.2 Design of biosensors, positive, and negative controls
All sensors use MexR as the biosensor and monitor its regulation over PmexA using
the fluorescent reporter protein rfp. When bound to PmexA, MexR should repress
transcription of rfp. MexR and PmexA were amplified from P. aeruginosa PA01 genomic
DNA by polymerase chain reaction. The entire intergenic region between the coding
regions of mexR and mexA was used as PmexA. The full sensors were cloned into
BioBricks plasmid pBbA5k-RFP [67] (Fig. 4) using the Gibson Assembly Method [68],
or derived from previously constructed sensors using mutagenesis, and then transformed
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into E. coli MG1655 electro-competent cells via electroporation. Plasmid pBbA5k-RFP
is a medium copy plasmid that confers Kanamycin resistance to the host and features an
inducible promoter, lacUV5 (PLac). The controls are also variants of pBbA5k-RFP, were
constructed using similar methods, and transformed into E. coli MG1655. Finally, all
plasmids were confirmed by sequencing.
rfp%

PLac"

lacI%

Figure 4. pBbA5k-RFP. BioBricks plasmid used for construction of experimental biosensors. The black
square represents the ribosome binding site.

	
  
Biosensor S1
Biosensor S1, which is shown in Figure 5A, places mexR under the control of Plac,
which enables mexR expression to be induced by adding isopropyl β-D-1thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) to the culture. PmexA follows mexR, but is separated by a
terminator to prevent read-through transcription. The biosensor components are inserted
into pBbA5k-RFP between Plac and rfp.

Biosensor S2
Biosensor S2 (Fig. 5B) is a variation of Biosensor S1. It has the same plasmid
construction, but with the terminator removed via mutagenesis. Terminators work by
forming a hairpin structure in the newly formed mRNA strand, which disrupts further
transcription of genes downstream of the terminator. We hypothesized that this hairpin
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structure may be restricting gene expression on the plasmid in general instead of only
limiting transcription of rfp when mexR was induced by IPTG. More specifically, the
hairpin structure may be preventing RNA polymerase from binding to adjacent PmexA and
therefore inhibiting expression of rfp under all conditions.
A. S1

PmexA"

Plac"
terminator"

rfp%

mexR%
B. S2

PmexA"

Plac"

rfp%

mexR%
C. S3

2"

PmexA"

Plac"
terminator"

rfp%

mexR%

3"

D. S4

PmexA"

Plac"

4"

rfp%

mexR%
E. S5

PmexR"

PmexA"
rfp%

mexR%

5"

F. S6

PmexR"

PmexA"
rfp%

mexR%

6"

	
  

Figure 5. Schematic of Biosensor constructs. (A) S1. (B) S2. (C) S3. (D) S4. (E) S5. (F) S6. Note that the
box in front of rfp or mexR represents the RBS: if black, the original RBS from pBbA5k-RFP is used; if
7"
white, an RBS from another plasmid is used; if textured, 0031 is used; if absent, no additional
RBS was
used. All constructs additionally use the native RBS associated with PmexA.

	
  
Biosensor S3

Biosensor S3 (Fig. 5C) differs from Biosensor S1 (Fig. 5A) in the ribosome
binding site for mexR, which has been replaced with BBa_B0031 [11]. We hypothesized
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that MexR was too prevalent in the system based on the low fluorescence exhibited by S1
under all conditions. The low fluorescence values even when mexR was not induced
indicate that mexR was transcribed and translated too readily. One possible cause of this
result is that the ribosome binding site (RBS) for mexR is too strong. A known weak
ribosome binding site, BBa_B0031, was substituted for the existing one using
mutagenesis.

Bisosensor S4
Biosensor S4 is an inverted variant of Biosensor S1. As is seen in Figure 5D, the
orientations of rfp and Pmex are rotated and the terminator is removed. To prevent read
through transcription from occurring, rfp and its promoter, PmexA, were rotated so that
they faced mexR rather than following mexR. In this way, if transcription continued, the
transcript would not contain a viable open reading frame. S4 was assembled from P1
(Fig. 7A) and the negative control (Fig. 6). PmexA and rfp were amplified from P1 and
Plac, mexR, and the remaining vector were amplified from the negative control plasmid.
This construct also provides mexR and rfp with the same RBS.

Biosensor S5
Biosensor S5 (Fig. 5E) implements the native configuration of mexR and PmexA
from P. aeruginosa PA01. PmexA and mexR were amplified from P. aeruginosa genomic
DNA as a continuous piece of DNA rather than as individual parts. Biosensor S5 makes
use of PmexR, which is included in the intergenic region between mexR and mexA. In
Biosensors S1 through S4, PmexR is oriented so that it does not control mexR. PmexR is
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oriented in the opposite direction of PmexA with overlapping regions and is also controlled
by MexR. This construct was then cloned into the same plasmid as the previous sensors
so that PmexA controls rfp [68]. The native sensor was built to better understand MexR’s
control over PmexA under our experimental conditions. It is simpler than Biosensor S1
because mexR expression is not inducible. Instead, mexR autoregulates its own
transcription, which should control the MexR levels within E. coli MG1655 as it does
natively in P. aeruginosa.

Biosensor S6
Biosensor S6 (Fig. 5F) is an adapted form of Biosensor S5. The rfp ribosome
binding site from Biosensor S1 is added to the region between PmexA and rfp. This
insertion was accomplished by amplifying the vector (plasmid pBbA5k-RFP) with the
RBS and cloning PmexA, PmexR, and mexR as described above for Biosensor S5. The
additional RBS was added to boost expression of rfp because fluorescence in Biosensor
S5 was low overall. This should have the effect of amplifying the effects of MexR’s
control.
mexR%

PLac"

lacI%

Figure 6. Negative control plasmid pBbA5k-mexR (N).

Negative control: N
The negative control (Fig. 6) replaces rfp with mexR on plasmid pBbA5k-RFP.
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Positive controls
A positive control was assembled for S1 and its variants (S2 and S3), S4, S5, and
S6. Schematics of all positive control plasmids are shown in Figure 7. The positive
control for S1, S2, and S3 is P1 (Fig. 7A), which removes Plac from pBbA5k-rfp and
inserts PmexA to control rfp. The positive control plasmid for S4, P2 (Fig. 7B), was
constructed by removing Plac and mexR from S4. P3 (Fig. 7C) and P4 (Fig. 7D), the
positive controls for S5 and S6 respectively, removed mexR, Plac, and lacI from S5 and S6
using mutagenesis. P4 also served as an alternative positive control for sensors S1, S2,
and S3.
A

B

rfp%

rfp%

PmexA"

PmexA"
lacI%

lacI%

C

D

PmexA"

PmexA"
rfp%

rfp%

Figure 7. Positive control plasmids. (A) P1, the positive control for biosensors S1, S2, and S3. (B) P2, the
positive control for biosensor S4. (C) P3, the positive control for biosensor S5. (D) P4, the positive control
for biosensor S6.

3.1.3 Characterize biosensors
Five milliliter cultures of LB from an individual colony were grown shaking at
200rpm and 37°C overnight with a final concentration of 30µg/mL kanamycin to ensure
retention of the plasmid. Overnight cultures were then diluted 1:100 into fresh M9 (for
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200mL M9: 40mL 5x M9 salts, 400µL 1M MgSO4, 4mL 20% glucose, 20µL 1M CaCl2,
20µL 0.5% Thiamine, 4mL 5% casamino acids, 160mL de-ionized H20) with kanamycin
and the appropriate stressor and transferred to a 24 well plate. Biofuel stressors include
butanol and pinene and replicates were derived from a single overnight culture.
Additionally, IPTG was added to the culture at a final concentration of 100µM for
induced conditions. The new cultures were grown in a Synergy H1m plate reader
(BioTek Instruments, Inc.) at 37°C measuring fluorescence (excitation: 551nm, emission:
590nm) and optical density (absorbance at 600nm) every 10 minutes for 16 hours.

3.1.4 Positive control experiments
In order to confirm the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in the culture
when butanol was present, we used carboxy-H2DCFDA (carboxy-2’, 7’dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate) as a ROS indicator as in Rutherford et al., 2009
[44]. Carboxy-H2DCFDA (Life Technologies Corporation) is a molecular probe that
turns green in the presence of ROS in live cells. We prepared cultures of E. coli
possessing biosensor S1 as described in the previous section, diluted and stressed them
with butanol for an additional overnight, and finally diluted the cultures 1:50 into fresh
M9 with all stressors. Cultures were then grown to exponential phase, at which point
57.2uL 250µM carboxy-H2DCFDA solution was added, and fluorescence (excitation:
495, emission: 529) and optical density (600nm) were measured every 5 minutes for 45
minutes in the plate reader at 37°C. Tert-butyl hydroperoxide (TBHP), a known ROS
generator, was used as the positive control for this assay. It was added to control cultures
following the dilution from stressed overnight growth.
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Tetracycline, a bacteriostatic antibiotic targeting the 30S ribosomal subunit, is
exported through mexAB-oprM. Since MexR responds to tetracycline, it was used in
another positive control experiment [46, 69]. Tetracycline was added to cultures
following dilution into fresh M9 and any fluorescence from RFP was detected using the
Synergy H1m plate reader as cells continued overnight growth at 37°C.

3.1.5 Data analysis
The fluorescence, optical density, and normalized fluorescence, which is the raw
fluorescence normalized by the optical density to account for the number of cells in the
culture, were all measured. All analyses were performed using custom software
developed using MatLab (The Mathworks, Inc.). To avoid measurement noise, the last
10 time points were averaged for raw fluorescence and normalized fluorescence. Finally,
these averages for biological replicates were then averaged together.

3.2

Results

3.2.1 Biosensor response to butanol
	
  

The response to butanol was considered first because it is known to induce

oxidative stress in E. coli, which would cause a change in MexR’s activity [44, 46]. The
biosensor should respond to IPTG by initiating mexR expression, which will bind to
PmexA and inhibit rfp expression. When biofuel is added to the culture, the induction of
oxidative stress should alter the structure of MexR so that it is no longer able to bind and
repress PmexA. Therefore, we expect fluorescence to be higher when the concentration of
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IPTG is low and when the concentration of biofuel is high (Fig. 8A). We used butanol as
an initial biofuel to test the sensor. To determine the appropriate concentrations of
butanol to use, we performed a butanol toxicity experiment. As shown in Figure 9, 0.6%
butanol inhibited growth significantly. A characteristic experimental result for S1 with
butanol is shown in Figure 8B. By comparing Figure 8A and 8B, we show that the
biosensor behaves as expected. However, the dynamic range of rfp expression is small,
which is indicated by the range of AFU. 	
  
	
  
Expected	
  Fluorescence	
  

Experimental	
  Results	
  

AFU / OD600
Figure 8. (A) Expected fluorescence and (B) Experimental fluorescence (arbitrary fluorescence units) of S1
cultures after entry into stationary phase. The fluorescence shown is an average of three biological
replicates and normalized by optical density. The biofuel used in these experiments is butanol.
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Figure 9. Butanol toxicity experiment. The error bars show standard deviation for three biological
replicates.
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To investigate the full range of fluorescence to be expected, positive (P1) and
negative (N) controls were constructed. Biosensor S1 is tested with butanol and
compared to the positive and negative controls in Figure 10. The biosensor shows a
similar trend to that observed earlier (Fig. 8): Fluorescence decreases when IPTG is
increased from 0 to 100µM for 0% butanol conditions and for both IPTG conditions
when butanol is added to the system (Fig. 10A). However, the change in fluorescence for
S1 is very small in comparison to difference between the positive control and the
negative control (Fig. 10B).
A

B
4

2.5

4500

Normalized Fluorescence (AFU/OD)

Normalized Fluorescence (AFU/OD)

4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0

no biofuel
0.6% Butanol
S1

no biofuel
0.6% Butanol
2

1.5

1

0.5

0

S1*

x 10

P1

N

S1

S1*

Figure 10. Fluorescence of Biosensor S1 grown with butanol. (A) Biosensor S1 only. (B) Biosensor S1 and
controls: Negative control (N) is pBbA5k-mexR and positive control is P1. (*) denotes that the sensor is
induced with 100µM IPTG. The error bars shown represent the standard deviation of three biological
replicates.

	
  
We hypothesized that too much MexR was present in the system, which
prevented rfp from being expressed. If this is the case, enough biofuel to deactivate
MexR could not be added to the system without greatly inhibiting growth. Alternatively,
the terminator may be interfering with activation of the rfp promoter PmexA. To explore
these hypotheses, Biosensors S2, which removed the terminator from S1, and S3, which
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implemented a weaker mexR RBS than S1, were developed and tested. The responses of
S2 and S3 to butanol are shown in Figure 11A and Figure 11B respectively. Figure 11A
shows that adding IPTG to S2 increases fluorescence, which is the opposite of what was
expected. This is observed by comparing S2 to S2*. This curious result may be caused
by initiation of transcription of rfp from activation of the mexR promoter Plac, known as
read-through transcription. However, the trend of increasing fluorescence as biofuel is
added to the system is preserved when the sensor is induced with IPTG. Overall,
although removing the terminator does increase the range of expression for S2 in
comparison to S1 (Fig. 10), the trend in fluorescence is not helpful for use in a potential
feedback system because fluorescence increases dramatically when mexR is induced (Fig.
11A). Increasing MexR should increase repression of rfp, which should decrease
fluorescence, particularly when biofuel is not present.
Figure 11B shows the effect of butanol on S3. Fluorescence is lowered when
IPTG is added to the system when butanol is absent. Fluorescence is also increased when
butanol is added to the system for both induced and uninduced systems. However, S3
exhibits a lower maximal normalized fluorescence than S1 (Fig. 10), which indicates that
the strength of the mexR RBS is not preventing rfp from reaching maximal expression.
Biosensor S4, which orients rfp and PmexA in the opposite direction so that readthrough transcription is not possible, was also tested with butanol stress (Fig. 11C). S4
displays increased fluorescence in response to 0.6% butanol, but only a slight increase for
0.3% butanol. Additionally, S4 exhibits a dynamic range of approximately 3000 AFU /
OD. This trend of increasing fluorescence indicates that the fluorescence may continue
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to increase if the concentration of butanol in the system was also increased, however
0.6% butanol presents a near-toxic level.
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Figure 11. Response of (A) Biosensor S2, (B) Biosensor S3, and (C) Biosensor S4 to butnaol. Negative
control (N) is pBbA5k-mexR for all, positive control is P1 for (A) and (B) and P2 for (C). (*) denotes that
the sensor is induced with 100µM IPTG. Note that error bars shown for 0.3% butanol in (A) are based on
the standard deviation of two biological replicates while all other error bars represent the standard deviation
of three biological replicates.

	
  
Finally, the native orientation of the sensor was considered. S5 places mexR
under PmexR control and removes Plac from the plasmid backbone. S6 is identical to S5,
but with the rfp RBS from the original vector included in addition to the native RBS.
Figure 12A shows S5 and S6 after growth overnight with butanol stress. The higher
fluorescence displayed by S6 for each butanol concentration indicates that the additional
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rfp RBS increases transcription of rfp. However, the range of expression of both S5 and
S6 is similar. Therefore, the additional RBS increases overall expression rather than
amplifying a response to butanol. This increased fluorescence is also seen in the positive
controls for S5 and S6 (Fig. 12B). P4, the positive control for S6 fluoresces much more
highly than P3, the positive control for S5.
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Figure 12. Fluorescence response of Bisoesnor S5 and Biosensor S6 to butanol stress. (A) Biosensor S5
and S6 only. (B) Biosensors S5 and S6 with N (negative control) and P3 (positive control for S5) and P4
(positive control for S6). The error bars for N represent the standard deviation for two biological replicates,
the error bars for P3 and P4 show the standard deviation for four biological replicates, and all other error
bars show the standard deviation for three biological replicates.

The positive controls show the maximum fluorescence that can be expected for a
given sensor. Similarly, the negative control shows the background fluorescence, or
autofluorescence, that is exhibited by cells naturally. Furthermore, when compared to the
sensor’s performance, the controls show if the sensor is functioning throughout the
expected range. The positive control plasmids are compared in Figure 13. P1, the
original positive control, displays the highest fluorescence and P3, the positive control for
the native construct S5, displays the lowest fluorescence. This low fluorescence may be
due to the absence of the additional rfp RBS. S5 fluoresces almost as highly as its
positive control P3. However, S5 may not be a viable sensor because its dynamic range,
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indicated by fluorescence, is small. P2, the positive control for S4, exhibits a lower
fluorescence than P1. This result makes S4 more practical in comparison to the other
sensors because it exhibits a larger range of fluorescence than the other sensors and
reaches about half of the maximum fluorescence possible as predicted by P2.

Normalized Fluorescence (AFU/OD)

12000

10000

8000

6000

4000

2000

0

P1

P2

P3

P4

Figure 13. Normalized fluorescence for all positive control plasmids expressed in E. coli. Error bars show
standard deviation of four biological replicates.

3.2.3 Biosensor response to pinene
Pinene, a potential replacement for jet-fuel, was considered. Figure 14 shows
how the top four sensors (S1, S2, S5, and S6) responded to a 2% concentration of pinene.
S1 and S4 do not show a positive response to pinene. S5 and S6 show a positive
correlation between pinene added to the system and fluorescence with S6 continually
fluorescing more highly than S5. Overall, none of the sensors demonstrate a strong
response to pinene.
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Figure 14. Biosensor response to pinene. Normalized fluorescence for sensors S1, S4, S5, and S6 based on
2 biological replicates is shown. (*) denotes that the sensor is induced with 100µM IPTG. The error bars
represent the standard deviation for replicates.

3.2.4 Biosensor response to tetracycline
The top four sensors (S1, S2, S5, and S6) were tested with tetracycline, a known
export of MexAB-OprM (Fig. 15). S1 exhibits the strongest trend in increasing
normalized fluorescence in response to tetracycline. S4 responds better when uninduced
than when induced with IPTG, but displays a general increase in fluorescence for both
states. S5 shows a slight positive trend in fluorescence corresponding to increased
tetracycline. However, tetracycline does not elicit a clear response from S6. The
tetracycline assay shows that sensors S1 and S4 are capable of generating a large
response range if exposed to the proper compound in the proper concentration.
Additionally, if a small dynamic range is needed, S5 demonstrates a consistent trend.
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Figure 15. Biosensor response to Tetracycline. (*) denotes that the sensor is induced with 100µM IPTG.

	
  
3.2.5 ROS assay
Molecular probe carboxy-H2DCFDA was used to detect the presence of ROS in
experimental cultures. Figure 16 shows that fluorescence increases for higher
concentrations of butanol. Although the fluorescence does not reach levels as high as the
positive control, 0.9% butanol does produce a considerable increase in fluorescence
compared to lower concentrations of butanol. Therefore, butanol does contribute to ROS
in the system, but higher concentrations of butanol may be necessary to sufficiently
deactivate MexR and induce expression of rfp. Increasing the concentration of butanol
poses an experimental problem because it would stress cells and greatly inhibit growth.
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Figure 16. Reactive oxygen species generation in E. coli. Fluorescence results from molecular probe
carboxy-H2DCFDA that fluoresces when reactive oxygen is detected. TBHP serves as the positive control.
The error bars show the standard deviation for three biological replicates.

3.3

Discussion

We selected MexR, a transcriptional repressor, as the sensor because its
associated efflux pump successfully improves tolerance to many existing fuels and
biofuels in development [16, 42]. Therefore, MexR, as the regulator for this export, may
be also be responsive to compounds present in fuel.
We constructed six whole cell biosensors to test the effectiveness of MexR as a
sensor for various types of biofuel. Each sensor uses MexR in a slightly different way,
but all used PmexA, which is controlled by MexR, to regulate expression of rfp. The
sensors were tested with potential biofuels, including butanol and pinene, as well as
tetracycline, a known export of MexAB-OprM. Sensors S4 and S5 performed the best
across all tests. The range of expected expression from an operon under MexR control
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varies across the literature from a 1.6-fold increase [38] to a 7- fold increase [39].
Neither Biosensor S4 or S5 approached a 7-fold increase, but they displayed at least a
1.5-fold change in fluorescence between the unstressed case (0% butanol) and 0.6%
butanol. Biosensor S5 incorporates the native orientation and control for mexR.
Although its dynamic range is not very large (1.5-fold change for 0% butanol to 0.6%
butanol), its fluorescence is correlated to increased concentrations of butanol (Fig. 12),
pinene (Fig. 14), and tetracycline (Fig. 15). Biosensor S4, which utilizes inducible mexR
expression, displays a broader range of rfp expression for butanol (Fig. 11C) and
tetracycline (Fig. 15), but does not respond to pinene (Fig. 14). S4 displayed a 1.7-fold
change in fluorescence when the concentration of butanol was increased from 0 to 0.6%
for uninduced conditions and a fold change of 2.8 for induced conditions. Therefore, S5
may be applicable if a small change in expression of a tolerance mechanism is needed
and S4 may be useful when larger alterations in expression are necessary. For example, a
small change in expression of an enzyme that increases tolerance may elicit a significant
change in survival while a larger change in efflux pump expression may be needed to
increase survival. It may even be possible to use these biosensors or similar ones in
combination to control multiple tolerance mechanisms. Alternatively, another sensor
could be selected from Table 2 for use in a synthetic feedback loop.
We have shown that it is possible to build a biosensor with MexR that responds to
biofuel by fluorescing. However, both S4 and S5 require further characterization and
development before they could be applied to regulating a tolerance mechanism. One
potential method for improvement would be to utilize MexR’s binding sites in a wellstudied promoter as in Zhang et al., 2012 [28]. Another would be to use codon
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optimization to ensure that mexR is expressed properly in the E. coli, which is a less GC
rich organism than P. aeruginosa. E. coli genomic DNA is about 51% GC [70] while the
mexR and PmexA regions of P. aeruginosa are 56.7% GC. This difference in GC content
can lead to a deficiency in the proper machinery to translate RNA into protein. This
deficiency can be corrected by increasing expression of relevant tRNAs or altering the
heterologously expressed genes [71, 72]. Additionally, the sensors should be tested with
other potential biofuels and more extensively tested with butanol and pinene. Later, it
would be useful to examine their utility as a sensor in a feedback loop by replacing rfp
with a tolerance mechanism. Furthermore, this completed sensor should then be
expressed in a fuel production host. A biofuel responsive controller for tolerance
mechanisms may prove useful in improving biofuel yields by balancing the detrimental
effects of biofuel with the negative effects of overexpressing tolerance mechanisms.
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Chapter 4 Increasing Tolerance with cti
4.1

Methods

4.1.1 Plasmid construction
Cis-to-trans isomerase, cti, was amplified from Pseudomonas putida KT 2440
and cloned into BioBricks plasmid pBbA5a-rfp in the place of rfp using restriction sites
to form pBbA5a-cti. Plasmid pBbA5a-cti places cti under control of the lacUV5
promoter, Plac, which is inducible by IPTG. The plasmid was then transformed into E.
coli MG1655 and confirmed by sequencing. Cis-to-trans isomerase was expressed in E.
coli because E. coli lacks its own version of cti [73]. Therefore cti expressed from
pBbA5a-cti did not compete with a native cti gene on the chromosome and we were able
to control the level of cti expression in the bacterium.

4.1.2 Tolerance experiments
To determine if the expression of cti confers increased tolerance to E. coli
MG1655, 5mL LB cultures were grown in a shaking incubator at 200rpm and 37°C
overnight with 5µL 100mg/mL ampicillin. They were then diluted 1:100 into selective
M9 with ampicillin and stressed with ethanol, octanol, or butanol. In some cases, cti
expression was further induced with IPTG. This culture was grown overnight at 37°C or
30°C. Although E. coli grows best at 37°C, cti is most commonly present in organisms
that inhabit colder climates and it was previously established that colder temperatures are
needed for enhanced cti expression [19]. After 12-16 hours of growth, the optical density
at 600nm was measured using the NanoDrop 2000 Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher
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Scientific Inc.) and compared to the optical density of E. coli MG1655 cultures grown
under the same conditions.

4.2

Results

4.2.1 Tolerance to ethanol
A.

Growth with Ethanol at 37°C

B.
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Figure 17. Overnight growth with ethanol stress. (A) Optical density for growth at 37°C . (B) Optical
density and (C) normalized optical density at 30°C. The optical density after overnight growth is compared
for cells possessing pBbA5a-cti (blue) and pBbA5a-rfp (red). Note that cti was not induced for either
experiment and that (B) and (C) represent the same data. The error bars shown in (B) and (C) represent the
standard deviation of three biological replicates.

Overnight growth for cells possessing pBbA5a-cti is compared to those
possessing pBbA5a-rfp in Figure 17. Cis-trans-isomerization does not increase tolerance
and survival in ethanol stress at 37°C in comparison to the control (pBbA5a-rfp) as
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evidenced by the lower optical density reached by cells expressing cti (Fig. 17A). Figure
17B shows that pBbA5a-cti may give cells a slight advantage at 30°C. Additionally, the
normalized optical density (Fig. 17C) shows that this improved growth is not an artifact
of the differing optical densities reached. However, growth is not significantly different
for most ethanol concentrations between cells possessing and not possessing cti.
Although the improved survival observed for pBbA5a-cti at 30°C coincides with
previous research [19], both types of cells reached higher optical densities at 37°C.
Collectively, Figure 17 shows that even uninduced levels of Cti impact growth with Cti
slightly	
  inhibiting	
  growth	
  at	
  37°C and slightly improving growth at 30°C.
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Figure 18. Effect of varying IPTG on ethanol tolerance. (A) Effect of increasing IPTG at 4% ethanol for
cells expressing pBbA5a-cti (blue) and pBbA5a-rfp (red). (B) Effect of varying IPTG at various ethanol
concentrations for pBbA5a-cti hosts. The legend represents IPTG concentrations in µM. Both experiments
were conducted at 30°C. The error bars shown in (A) represent the standard deviation for three biological
replicates.

To further consider the effects of Cti, IPTG, which induces expression of cti, was
added to cultures. Figure 18A shows that increasing expression of cti does not severely
affect growth until it is heavily induced (1000 µM). Furthermore, Figure 18B shows that
lower levels of cti induction may aid growth at higher ethanol concentrations. However,
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it is clear that Cti may be detrimental to cell growth when it is not needed to improve
tolerance, which is best exemplified by the difference in optical density between 0µM
IPTG and 50µM IPTG for 0% ethanol in Figure 18B.

4.2.2 Tolerance to other potential fuels
Butanol (Fig 19A) and octanol (Fig. 19B) were also considered as possible
biofuels. Although they are both toxic to E. coli, which is observed in the decreasing
optical density for increasing concentrations of solvent, there were no indications that Cti
may improve tolerance to either solvent based on overnight growth experiments (Fig. 19).
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Figure 19. Overnight growth with (A) butanol stress and (B) octanol stress. Optical density following
overnight growth for cells possessing pBbA5a-cti (blue) and pBbA5a-rfp (red) at 30°C.

4.3

Discussion

Cis-to-trans isomerase is an enzyme that helps convert cis fatty acids in the
membrane to trans fatty acids. It is used by several Pseudomonas species in response to
the presence of harmful solvents and aromatics that increase membrane fluidity.
Increasing the ratio of trans fatty acids to cis fatty acids increases membrane rigidity,
which is believed to counteract the effects of these solvents [15, 19, 20].
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Cis-to-trans isomerase has recently been heterologously expressed in E. coli and
shown to increase the ratio of cis to trans fatty acids in the membrane, particularly in the
presence of ethanol [19]. Our results show that Cti may increase tolerance to ethanol at
30°C (Fig. 17B-C), but does not confer any added benefits for octanol (Fig. 19B) or
butanol (Fig. 19A) exposure. Additionally, we have shown that heavily inducing cti can
have negative effects on the growth of E. coli. Therefore, it is essential that the optimal
level of cti expression be determined to further study its effects on tolerance to organic
solvents. It may be helpful to consider the ratio of trans to cis fatty acids generated by
expressing cti on plasmid pBbA5a-cti. This analysis would help compare the results we
have observed with growth to changes in membrane composition observed in other
studies [19].
Although Cti showed limited utility in our studies, it may be useful to express cti
in combination with another tolerance mechanism. Cti is fast-acting [20], but we have
shown that it may tax the cell when heightened expression is maintained (Fig. 18).
Therefore, Cti could provide initial tolerance to biofuel and thus enable cells to induce a
long-term mechanism that may require significant time to establish. The utility of Cti as
a secondary tolerance mechanism could be initially explored by incorporating cti
expression into the mathematical model described in Chapter 2. This addition may be
accomplished by altering the biofuel toxicity coefficient in the growth equation (n) to
reflect the decrease in toxicity observed when cti is expressed.
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Chapter 5 Conclusions

In this thesis, we explored mechanisms for improving biofuel tolerance and export
in an engineered host. First, we tested the utility of a synthetic feedback loop that
incorporates a biosensor in improving growth and biofuel yields in a microbial
production host. We identified several transcription factors that are sensitive to biofuellike compounds, cellular responses to biofuel, or biofuels directly, which could serve as
the biosensor in the controller system and selected a prototypical example, MexR, for
further study.
We simulated this feedback control of an efflux pump operon with MexR as the
biosensor and found that this system improved microbial fuel production in comparison
to constant (no feedback) control. The feedback system effectively balanced the toxicity
of biofuel with the detrimental effects of unnecessary efflux pump expression. This
outcome provides further motivation for continued development of an effective biosensor
system to be experimentally incorporated into a synthetic feedback loop.
To further study the effectiveness of MexR as a biosensor, we built six variants of
the biosensor and tested them experimentally; two of these constructs consistently
responded to butanol. Although this functionality is promising, the biosensor requires
further optimization and characterization before it could be integrated into a feedback
loop.
Cis to trans isomerase was also considered as a possible tolerance mechanism.
However, we determined that Cti did not significantly improve survival in biofuel
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conditions and was sensitive to temperature, induction levels, and the specific biofuel
tested.
This study provides two biofuel-responsive sensors that implement MexR as well
as an index of potential biosensors for future experimental constructs. Addditionally, we
present a working mathematical model that can be adapted to investigate additional
tolerance mechanisms, biosensors, and biofuels.
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Appendices
A.

Plasmid Maps

Figure A.1. Plasmid map of pBbA5k-rfp.

Figure A.2. Plasmid map of biosensor S1.
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Figure A.3. Plasmid map of biosensor S2.

Figure A.4. Plasmid map of biosensor S3.
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Figure A.5. Plasmid map of biosensor S4.

Figure A.6. Plasmid map of biosensor S5.
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Figure A.7. Plasmid map of biosensor S6.

Figure A.8. Plasmid map of negative control pBbA5k-mexR (N).
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Figure A.9. Plasmid map of positive control P1.

Figure A.10. Plasmid map of positive control P2.
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Figure A.11. Plasmid map of positive control P3.

Figure A.12. Plasmid map of positive control P4.
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Figure A.13. Plasmid map of pBbA5a-rfp.
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